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This introductory text offers a clear exposition of the algorithmic principles driving advances in

bioinformatics. Accessible to students in both biology and computer science, it strikes a unique

balance between rigorous mathematics and practical techniques, emphasizing the ideas underlying

algorithms rather than offering a collection of apparently unrelated problems.The book introduces

biological and algorithmic ideas together, linking issues in computer science to biology and thus

capturing the interest of students in both subjects. It demonstrates that relatively few design

techniques can be used to solve a large number of practical problems in biology, and presents this

material intuitively.An Introduction to Bioinformatics Algorithms is one of the first books on

bioinformatics that can be used by students at an undergraduate level. It includes a dual table of

contents, organized by algorithmic idea and biological idea; discussions of biologically relevant

problems, including a detailed problem formulation and one or more solutions for each; and brief

biographical sketches of leading figures in the field. These interesting vignettes offer students a

glimpse of the inspirations and motivations for real work in bioinformatics, making the concepts

presented in the text more concrete and the techniques more approachable.PowerPoint

presentations, practical bioinformatics problems, sample code, diagrams, demonstrations, and other

materials can be found at the Author's website.
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this is a great book

It's a good book to start with if you want to step into Bioinformatics.It gives a brief introduction to

biology background and gives algorithm examples.Myself is a Computer Science student, found it

easy to learn. Both biology knowledge and algorithms.

This book gives a broad overview of algorithmic methods used in bioinformatics. It is well writen and

the mathematics needed to understand is undergraduate level. Reading this book makes appetite to

apply these methods to problems or to dig deeper in the corresponding method.Overall, a very good

book, and due to its introductory level, one can recommend to all people interested in bioinformatics

from all disciplines.

This text is a must-have for any student or scientist that is serious about learning the fundamentals

of bioinformatics.

received as advertised; in a great conditionIts a really good book, it covers pretty much all of the

algorithm in the realm of bioinformatics. it also gives a bit of a biology background for engineers

which is really helpful.Thanks

Este livro ÃƒÂ© excelente por vÃƒÂ¡rias razÃƒÆ’Ã‚Âµes. Entre elas posso citar o fato de estar

totalmente voltado ao aprendizado por exemplos, sempre de forma a relacionar um problema

computacional com um problema em bioinformÃƒÂ¡tica. Ãƒâ€° um livro muito abrangente, cobre

muito bem os tÃƒÂ³picos relacionados a alinhamentos e comparaÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â§ÃƒÆ’Ã‚Âµes de

sequÃƒÆ’Ã‚Âªncias. Seu capÃƒÂtulo sobre Algoritmos com Grafos ÃƒÂ© o meu preferido. O

autor consegue passar as noÃƒÆ’Ã‚Â§ÃƒÆ’Ã‚Âµes fundamentais com muita simplicidade, de

forma que qualquer pessoa possa aprender num ritmo bem rÃƒÂ¡pido.

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦there is no website that contains actual software!After all this is a bioinformatics

book, I would expect something like a CD in the back or a website.Other than that, it's a good book

in bioinformatics.
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